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Ž Ž .In a previous paper by the author Math. Comput. Modelling 32 2000 , 507527,
.Linear Hamiltonian systems on time scales. Positivity of quadratic functionals a
Ž . Ž .unified theory for continuous  and discrete   linear Hamiltonian
systems on an arbitrary time scale  is developed. In particular, it is stated that
disconjugacy of the Hamiltonian system is a sufficient condition for positivity of the
Ž .corresponding homogeneous quadratic functional. In this paper we present a
Žsimilar condition for quadratic functionals on time scales with general inhomoge-
.neous boundary conditions.  2001 Academic Press
Ž .Key Words: time scale; quadratic functional; continuous and discrete linear
Hamiltonian system; disconjugacy; principal solution.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let be given n and real 2n 2n-matrices S, R such that S is
symmetric. In this work we prove a sufficient condition for positivity of the
inhomogeneous quadratic functional
T
b x xT a aT  F x , u  u Bu x Cx  t S .Ž . Ž . 4H t x xž / ž /b ba
 This result is a generalization of 9, Proposition 1 , see Proposition 1,
Ž .where a homogeneous quadratic functional is treated S 0 R . The
proof is based on a version of the extended Picone identity on time scales
 derived in 9, Proposition 3 .
1 Ž .The author is grateful to Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst DAAD for award-
ing him a scholarship to support this work. Partly supported also by Grant 201980677 of
the Czech Grant Agency, Prague.
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TABLE I
Two Most Important Special Cases of 
General    
 Ž .Derivative f Derivative f  t Difference  ft t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Jump operator  t  t  t  t  t 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Graininess  t  t  0  t  1
b b b1Ž .Integral H f  t Integral H f t dt Sum Ý fa t a ta t
rd-continuous f Continuous f Any f
  4-operator: I I I 	 max I
 A theory on time scales has been originally developed by S. Hilger in 8
Ž as a tool for unifying continuous and discrete calculus see also 1, 2, 4, 7,
.10 . Here we will not go into the details about time scales; the reader
 should consult the above references, or see 9, Sect. 2 for a brief introduc-
tion. An up-to-date monograph on the theory of discrete linear Hamilto-
 nian systems is the book of C. D. Ahlbrandt and A. C. Peterson 3 , and
 the very recent results of M. Bohner 5 . For the theory of continuous
linear Hamiltonian systems and quadratic functionals the reader is re-
 ferred, e.g., to the book of W. Kratz 11 .
Two special time scales are of a great importance. We show the meaning
of the corresponding notions in Table I. For a function f on  we write
Ž . f  f t and f  f .t
2. MAIN RESULT
 Let us introduce basic terminology used in this paper. Let I a, b 

 . According to 9, Sect. 3 we consider a linear Hamiltonian system
x A x B u , uC x ATu , t I  , HŽ .t t t t
where A, B, C are real rd-continuous n n-matrix-valued functions, B, C
 ˜ 1Ž .symmetric on I , and I A nonsingular, so that A I A
 Ž .exists on I and is rd-continuous as well. By a solution of H we mean a
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . pair x, u with x, u C I satisfying the system H on I . Whenr d
Ž .referring to solutions of H we use a usual agreement that the vector-val-
Ž .ued solutions of H are denoted by small letters and the n n-matrix-
Ž . Ž .valued solutions by capital ones. The solution X, U of H is a conjoined
Ž . T Ž T T .basis of H , if X U is symmetric and if the 2n n-matrix X U has
˜ ˜ T ˜Ž . Ž .full rank n. Two conjoined bases X, U , X, U are normalized, if X U
T ˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U X I on I. The unique solution X, U , resp. X, U , of H satisfy-
˜ ˜ing the initial conditions X  0, U  I, resp. X I, U  0, is calleda a a a
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Ž .the principal, resp. associated, solution of H at a. Together they are
Ž .called special normalized conjoined bases of H at a.
  Ž . Ž .According to 9, Definition 2 , a conjoined basis X, U of H is said to
Ž have no focal point in the interval a, b , provided X is invertible for allt
 4dense points t I 	 a , and
†  ˜Ker X 
Ker X and D X X AB 0 on I , 1Ž . Ž .
where Ker denotes the kernel of a matrix, 0 means positive semidefinite,
and † stands for the MoorePenrose generalized inverse of the matrix
indicated. We recall that a dense point is a point t I which is left-dense
 or right-dense 9, Subsect. 2.1 . For  ‘‘no focal point’’ means that Xt
Ž  Ž .is invertible for all t a, b and D  B  0 on I Legendre condition ;t t
Ž .for   ‘‘no focal point’’ means just 1 , since there are no dense points
Ž  . Ž .in this case see 5, Definition 3 . The system H is called disconjugate on
Ž .the interval I, if the principal solution of H at a has no focal point in
Ž a, b .
A real 2n 2n-matrix S is called symplectic, if S TJ S J, where
0 IŽ .J is 2n 2n-skew-symmetric matrix, I being the n n-identityI 0
matrix.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1 Positivity of F . We say that a pair x, u is admissible,
1Ž . Ž .    Žif x C I , u C I , and x  A x  B u holds for all t I atp p t t t t t
points t I, where x is not continuous, this is to be read as the
. Ž .corresponding rightleft-sided limit . An admissible x, u is said to satisfy
x Ta˜ Ž .the boundary conditions and we write xR, if  Im R . We say thatxb
the inhomogeneous quadratic functional F is positie definite and we write
˜Ž . Ž .F 0, if F x, u  0 for all admissible pairs x, u satisfying xR,
x 0.
 Observe that for S 0 R we obtain 9, Definition 3 ; see also Propo-
sition 1.
Our main result is the following theorem. Both the continuous case 11,
  Theorem 2.4.1 and the discrete one 5, Theorem 3; 6, Theorem 1 , are
formulated in the form of equivalence. The converse of our result we
consult in Remark 1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1 Sufficient Condition for F 0 . Let the system H be
disconjugate and suppose that one of the following equialent conditions
holds:
x TaŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4i for all solutions x, u of H with  Im R 	 0 we haexb
T Tx x x ua a a aS   0;x x x už / ž / ž / ž /b b b b
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or
Ž .ii we hae
T  T   4d SQ d 0 for all d Im R  Im X 	 0 ,Ž .b b
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .where X, U , X, U are special normalized conjoined bases of H at a.
Then the quadratic functional F is positie definite.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. We need
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .first some preparation. Let X, U , X, U be any solutions of H . Then
˜X XŽ . Ž .they form normalized conjoined bases of H iff the matrix is˜U U
 Ž . symplectic 9, Remark 5 ii , and in this case we have on I
 T T T T˜ ˜ ˜ ˜XU  XU  X UU X I , 2Ž . T T T T˜ ˜ ˜ ˜X U, X U, XX , UU symmetric.
˜ ˜For n n-matrices, X, U, X, U set on I
0 I I 0
X* , U* , 3Ž .ž / ž /˜ ˜X X U U
† † ˜ ˜ † TQUX  UX XU I X X U ,Ž .Ž .
4Ž .
† † † T½ ˜ ˜Q X  X X I X X U ,Ž .
and
† ˜ † ˜X XX X Q
Q* . 5Ž .
Tž /Q˜ Q
The matrices X*, U* are related to a certain ‘‘big’’ Hamiltonian system;
 see 9, Remark 9 . We shall use the hypothesis
˜ ˜let X , U and X , U be normalized conjoined bases of HŽ . Ž .Ž .
 BŽ .such that Ker X 
Ker X holds on I and X is nonsiungular
 4at all dense points of I 	 a .
Ž . Ž  Ž .Of course, if X, U has no focal point in a, b then B holds.
 Next we cite the following propositions 9, Proposition 1, 3 which we
will use.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 1 Disconjugacy and Positivity of F . Suppose that the0
Ž .system H is disconjugate on I. Then the homogeneous quadratic functional
b TT  F x , u  u Bu x Cx  tŽ . Ž . 4H0 t
a
Ž . Ž .is positie definite, i.e., F x, u  0 for all admissible pairs x, u with0
x  0 x , x 0.a b
Ž .PROPOSITION 2 Extended Picone Identity on Time Scales . Suppose
Ž . Ž .that the hypothesis B holds. Let be gien an admissible x, u and a
constant  n with U T x  Im X T. Then U T x Im X T on I,a a a
T T
b     T 4F x , u  Q  Q  z Dz  t ,Ž . H t0 b ax x x xž / ž / ž / ž /b b a a a
and
T1 T   T  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜x Dz A  BA Q  C x  BA Q  on I ,Ž . 4 Ž .
6Ž .
˜ ˜TŽ . Ž .where Q, Q, Q* are gien in 4 , 5 , z uQxQ  on I, and D is
defined by
T˜  ˜ D B BA Q  C AB on I . 7Ž . Ž .
Ž .LEMMA 1 Reachable Boundary States . Suppose that the assumption
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .B holds, where X, U , X, U are special normalized conjoined bases of
Ž . Ž .H at a. Let x, u be any admissible pair. Then
x a  Im X . 8Ž .bxž /b
Proof. Since for x we have U T x  0 Im X T, Proposi-a a a a
tion 2 yields U T x  Im X T for all t I, which is equivalent fort t t
Ž .  Ž .t b to 8 , by 9, Remark 9 v .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. First let us prove the equivalence of i and ii . We
˜ ˜ Ž .remind that X  0U and U  IX . Suppose i and take anya a a a
T   4 2 n2 nd Im R  Im X 	 0 . Then there exists c such that db
 T ˜x X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .X c Im R . We put  c on I. Then x, u is a solution of Hb u ˜U U
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satisfying
˜X X 0 Ix a a a T  4 c c X c d Im R 	 0 ,b˜xž / ž /X X˜b ž / b bX Xb b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .† so that by i , using 2 for X*, U* , and Q*X*U* X* X* of 9,
Ž .Remark 9 ii ,
T T ˜U Ux x x u a aa a a aT Td Sd S   d cx x x už / ž / ž / ž / ˜b b b b ž /U Ub b
I 0 T T †     T T T d c c X U c c U X X X cŽ . Ž . Ž .b b b b b b˜ž /U Ub b
T † T       T T T c X U X X c c X Q X c d Q d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .b b b b b b b b
T Ž  .i.e., d SQ d 0.b
x aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next, suppose ii and let x, u be any solution of H with xb
T 2 n ˜x X X 4 Ž . Ž .Im R 	 0 . Then there exists c such that  c on I. Thenu ˜U U
˜X X 0 Ix a a  ad  c c X c Im X .b b˜xž / ž /X X˜b ž / b bX Xb b
T   4 Ž .Thus, d Im R  Im X 	 0 and the assumption ii impliesb
T T     T T T T T0 d SQ d d Sd c X Q X c d Sd c U X cŽ . Ž . Ž .b b b b b b
I 0T T T T T d Sd c X U c d Sd d cŽ .b b ˜ž /U Ub b
˜U Ua aT T d Sd d c
˜ž /U Ub b
T Tx x x ua a a a S  .x x x už / ž / ž / ž /b b b b
Ž . Ž .Now we prove F 0. Suppose that ii holds and let x, u be admissible
x Ta˜ Ž .with xR, x 0. Set d  Im R . If d 0, i.e., if x  0 x ,x a bb
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Ž . Ž .then F x, u  F x, u  0, because of Proposition 1. Thus, we may now0
suppose that d 0. Lemma 1 ensures d Im X , so that we haveb
T   4 Ž . Ž .d Im R  Im X 	 0 . We distinguish two cases: I a is r-s, and II ab
is r-d.
Ž . Ž .I Let a be r-s. We apply Proposition 2 extended Picone identity
  Ton the interval a, b with x . Then U x x  x  0a a a a a
T ˜T Im X , and for z uQxQ x on I and Q  0 we havea a a
b T T T T 40 d SQ d d Sd d Q d z Dz  tŽ . H tb b
a
T T
bx x x x a a a aT T 4 d Sd Q  Q  z Dz  tH tb ax x x xž / ž / ž / ž /b b a a a
Tx xa a S  F x , u  F x , u .Ž . Ž .0x xž / ž /b b
Ž .  4II Suppose that a is r-d and take any right-sequence a 
m m
Ž    a, b for a. Then Q* is differentiable on a , b for all m, by 9,m
Ž .  T 4 TRemark 9 ii . We put   U x . Then  U x  0 Im Xm a m a a am m m m and we can apply Proposition 2 on the interval a , b with   . Then,m m
  ˜Tas m ,  x , Q Q  0, and z  uQxQ   zm a a a m mm˜T   uQxQ x holds uniformly on a , b , for all k. Fix nowa k
k. Since
b bT Tz Dz  t z Dz  t for all m k , 4  4H Hm m m mt t
a am k
Ž  Ž ..we get by m  see 8, Theorem 4.3 iv
b bT T 4lim z Dz  t z Dz  t . 4H H tm m t
m a am k
 Ž .Now let k  and apply 9, Remark 2 v to obtain
b bT T 4lim z Dz  t z Dz  t 0, 4H H tm m t
m a am
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so that the extended Picone identity yields
b TT T T  F x , u  F x , u  d Sd d Sd lim u Bu x Cx  tŽ . Ž . Ž . 4H0 tm am
TT
   m m m mT d Sd lim Q  Qb amx xx xž / ž /½ ž / ž /a am b b m m
b T z Dz  t 4H m m t 5am
T
bx xa aT T 4 d Sd Q  z Dz  tH tbx xž / ž /b b a
 dT SQ d 0,Ž .b
since D 0 on I. Hence, F is positive definite and the proof is com-
pleted.
Remark 1. An open problem remains to prove the converse of Theo-
rem 1, i.e., that disconjugacy together with one of the listed conditions is a
necessary condition for positivity of F. This is the very same problem as
proving that disconjugacy is a necessary condition for positivity of the
Ž .homogeneous quadratic functional F , the converse to Proposition 1. See0
 9, Remark 11 for more details.
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